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In between are many activities to define the requirements, develop and test a product concept, fully define and develop
the product, source for suppliers involved, plan the manufacturing and supply chain, and prepare marketing programs.

The company intends to remain family-owned and managed, provide employment for as many members of the
Kao family as possible and create steady incomes for those family members. Learn more about this plan. The
magazine is directed at artists at all levels of business throughout the United States. The magazine will be
published with increased press runs. Sample distribution, organizational sales, and direct mail to targeted lists
of artists will be utilized to build subscriptions. They will set up 16 Internet-enabled pay-kiosks in public
spaces frequented by business travelers and students, but with no nearby Internet cafes. Newsletter Publishing
Business Plan The Infotext Strategy Letter provides high-tech marketers with important news, insights,
advance notice of trends, case studies, and pragmatic real world advice about developments in the worldwide
marketing of high-tech products. Membership includes a monthly electronic newsletter and access to an
information archive on a password-protected secure site. The home division creates video scrapbooks set to
music. The business-to-business division understands the needs of small market TV news and the desire of
broadcast students to be part of TV news. The company works with commercial and multi-tenant residential
property owners to provide wide-area wireless coverage throughout a building or office park, and partners
with ISPs to deliver the installation of wireless to individual end-users. The company aims to provide
businesses with the technology they need to compete in a Web-based world. Online Booking Business Plan
Gigmasters. Hood Records is a start-up home business that aims to become a premier regional recording label.
They will represent and promote local bands, produce, and distribute and retail music CDs. Magazine
Journalist Business Plan Write Bike is a home-based start-up business that provides cycling specific
correspondent services in the form of written articles. The founder and sole employee is an experienced cyclist
with a journalism degree and extensive experience in the bicycle industry. Write Bike will produce
cycling-related articles for a variety of print and online magazines. Display Case Marketing Business Plan
Mirabile Dictu Advertising will sell point of purchase advertising and marketing to national brand
manufacturers for placement in retail stores. These special promotional materials will appear on retail store
shelves and be designed to influence impulse, spontaneous, and special offers sales of product to consumers.
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Chapter 2 : Five steps to develop an effective magazine market research strategy
Firms that are successful in marketing invariably start with a marketing plan. Large companies have plans with hundreds
of pages; small companies can get by with a half-dozen sheets. Put your.

Tweet Firms that are successful in marketing invariably start with a marketing plan. Large companies have
plans with hundreds of pages; small companies can get by with half a dozen sheets. Put your marketing plan in
a three-ring binder. Refer to it at least quarterly, but better yet, monthly. The plan should cover one year.
Things change, people leave, markets evolve, customers come and go. While executing the plan has its
challenges, deciding what to do and how to do it is the greatest challenge of marketing. Who should see your
marketing plan? All the players in the company. Firms typically keep their marketing plans very, very private
for one of two very different reasons: No matter what your size, get feedback from all parts of your company:
This is especially important because it will take all aspects of your company to make your marketing plan
work. It encompasses more than marketing; it can include discussions about locations, staffing, financing,
strategic alliances and so on. Your business plan is the constitution of your business: The two documents must
be consistent. It provides you with several major benefits. Your marketing plan gives your troops something to
rally behind. You want them to feel confident that the captain of the vessel has the charts in order, knows how
to run the ship, and has a port of destination in mind. Companies often undervalue the impact of a marketing
plan on their own people, who want to feel part of a team engaged in an exciting and complicated joint
endeavour. You should consider releasing your marketing plan â€” perhaps in an abridged version â€”
companywide. Do it with some fanfare and generate some excitement for the adventures to come. Your
workers will appreciate being involved. We all know that plans are imperfect things. Yes, possibly but only in
the narrowest sense. Sea captains without a chart are rarely remembered for discovering anything but the
ocean floor. To put together a genuine marketing plan, you have to assess your company from top to bottom
and make sure all the pieces are working together in the best way. What do you want to do with this enterprise
you call the company in the coming year? Consider it a to-do list on a grand scale. It assigns specific tasks for
the year. Financial reports are the lifeblood of the numbers side of any business. It should be no different with
marketing. Your written document lays out your game plan. Writing your marketing plan is the best time to do
this high-level thinking, away from phones and fax machines, so you can devote yourself solely to thinking
hard and drawing the most accurate sketches you can of the immediate future.
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A polished, thorough personal marketing plan will keep you motivated and help you reach your real estate sales goals.
This essential document should include a detailed budget, your target audience, marketing and advertising plans, and
other activities that will help you rise above the competition.

Everyone who resides in our target locations. Our Competitive Advantage Beyond every reasonable doubt, the
competition in the magazine industry is high but one thing is certain, if you are able to set a standard in the
industry, you are sure going to get committed and faithful readers who would not mind paying annual
subscription fee upfront. We are quite aware that to be highly competitive in the magazine publishing and
distribution industry means that you are not only expected to be able to deliver consistent and robust contents
at all time, but you must be able to meet set targets. No one would want to continue to subscribe to your
magazine if they are not sure they are likely going to get the magazines deliver to them as at when due. Our
competitive advantage lies in the power of our team; our workforce. We have a team of creative and highly
proficient, editors, journalist, and graphic designers; a team with excellent qualifications and experience
various niche areas in the magazine and printing press industry. Aside from the synergy that exist in our
carefully selected team; the contents in our magazine and the quality of the magazine will be guided by best
practices in the industry. Lastly, all our employees will be well taken care of, and their welfare package will be
among the best within our category startups magazine publishing and distribution businesses in the United
States in the industry. It will enable them to be more than willing to build the business with us and help deliver
our set goals and achieve all our business aims and objectives. Sales Forecast It is important to state that our
sales forecast is based on the data gathered during our feasibility studies, market survey and also some of the
assumptions readily available on the field. Below are the sales projections that we were able to come up with
for the first three years of operations; First Year-: Please note that the above projection might be lower and at
the same time it might be higher. Promptness in bidding for advert contracts from the government and other
cooperate organizations Advertise our business cum magazine in relevant business TV stations, and radio
station. List our business cum magazine on yellow pages ads local directories Attend relevant international
and local expos, seminars, and business fairs et al Create different subscription packages for different category
of clients in order to work with their budgets and still supply them with copies of our magazine Leverage on
the internet to promote the sale and distribution of our magazine Engage direct marketing approach Encourage
word of mouth marketing from loyal and satisfied clients Online Magazine Business Plan â€” Publicity and
Advertising Strategy We have been able to work with our in house brand and publicity consultants to help us
map out publicity and advertising strategies that will help us walk our way into the heart of our target market.
We are set to become the number one choice for both corporate clients and individual clients in the whole of
the United States and beyond which is why we have made provisions for effective publicity and advertisement
of our magazine publishing and distribution company. Ensure that all our staff members wear our branded
shirts and all our vehicles and bikes are well branded with our company logo et al. Our Pricing Strategy When
it comes to pricing for products such as magazine, there are no hard and fast rules; the price depends on the
size and packaging. Generally, the prices for magazine and similar products like pamphlets, newspapers and
journals et al are affordable hence there is no need to employ any detailed strategies when it comes to pricing.
In view of that, our prices will conform to what is obtainable in the industry but will ensure that within the
first 6 to 12 months our magazine are sold a little bit below the average prices of various magazine brands in
the United States of America. We have put in place business strategies that will help us run on low profit
margin for a period of 6 months; it is a way of encouraging people to buy into our brands. Here are the
payment options that will be available in every of our outlets; Payment by cash Payment via Point of Sale POS
Machine Payment via online bank transfer online payment portal Payment via Mobile money In view of the
above, we have chosen banking platforms that will help us achieve our payment plans without any itches. Start
â€” Up Expenditure Budget When it comes to starting a standard magazine publishing and distribution
business, one is expected to spend the bulk of the start â€” up capital on building a standard and well â€”
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equipped printing press. Aside from that, you are not expected to spend much except for purchasing
distribution vans, paying of your employees and utility bills. Legal expenses for obtaining licenses and permits
as well as the accounting services software, P. Please note that this amount includes the salaries of the entire
staff member for the first month of operation. Campbell Washington and other like mind investors. They do
not intend to welcome any external business partner, which is why he has decided to restrict the sourcing of
the start â€” up capital to 3 major sources. These are the areas we intend generating our start â€” up capital;
Generate part of the start â€” up capital from personal savings and sell of stocks Source for soft loans from
family members and friends Apply for loan from my Bank N. All the papers and document have been signed
and submitted, the loan has been approved and any moment from now our account will be credited with the
amount. Online Magazine Business Plan â€” Sustainability and Expansion Strategy The future of a business
lies in the numbers of loyal customers that they have the capacity and competence of the employees, their
investment strategy and the business structure. We know that one of the ways of gaining approval and winning
customers over is to sell our magazine a little bit cheaper than what is obtainable in the market and we are well
prepared to survive on lower profit margin for a while. As a matter of fact, profit-sharing arrangement will be
made available to all our management staff and it will be based on their performance for a period of three
years or more as determined by the board of the organization. We know that if that is put in place, we will be
able to successfully hire and retain the best hands we can get in the industry; they will be more committed to
help us build the business of our dreams. Completed Opening of Corporate Bank Accounts: Completed
Opening Mobile Money Accounts: Completed Opening Online Payment Platforms: In Progress Application
for business license and permit: Completed Purchase of Insurance for the Business: Completed Leasing of
facility and construction of standard Bakery: In Progress Conducting Feasibility Studies: Completed
Generating capital from business partners: Completed Applications for Loan from the bank: In Progress
Writing of Business Plan: In Progress Recruitment of employees: In progress Creating Official Website for the
Company: In Progress Creating Awareness for the business both online and around the community: In
Progress Purchase of delivery vans and bikes:
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The direct marketing of Group Publishing books will be implemented through its magazine readership base. Publishing
is a high profit and high margin business. The key to success is successful marketing.

Make use of strategies that suit your budget so every dime works toward developing your business. Choosing
the Right Magazine Determine which magazines best fit your target market segments and which magazines
are most likely to be read by this community. For example, if you are in the furniture business, the ideal
magazines deal with topics such as interior decoration, woodwork and office furniture. Decision makers such
as architects, interior decorators, real estate constructors, cosmopolitan customers and designers are likely to
buy these magazines. Understanding Circulation Having identified magazines that reach your target
customers, learn about the reach of these magazines. While some magazines might have a lower circulation
rate, they might have a better image and a greater chance of being read by your prospective customers.
Understanding readership helps you get a better response to your ads. Attractive Ad Placement Decide where
to place your ad in the magazine. If your budget allows, placing the ad next to the table of contents has the
best reach, according to Starch Advertising Research published by Rochester Institute of Technology.
Placement next to an article or editorial related to your ad is also a good choice. For example, you could place
your ad for home improvement services near an article about updating a kitchen for spring. Other popular
placements include next to the cover story, next to an intriguing article and next to another prominent
advertisement. The size of the ad is directly proportional to your willingness to spend. Ads that are too small
might not have enough presence, while oversized ads eat into budgets. Value for Money Spent Costing often
creates roadblocks. You must know how to make your budget work harder. When placing an ad, understand
scheduling. Syncing ad placement to your business cycles and readership is crucial. Ask for a media kit that
gives you rate information for various sizes of ads. Also, spend some time in making your ads effective and
attractive, taking into consideration the print sizes you will use. Professional help when creating your
advertisements can give your ad the polish you need to impress your customers.
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The right marketing plan identifies everything from 1) who your target customers are to 2) how you will reach them, to 3)
how you will retain your customers so they repeatedly buy from you.

One critical portion of that plan is your marketing strategy. Because this strategy is buried in the larger
business plan, you may not give marketing the attention it deserves. However, an in-depth layout of your
marketing strategy can reveal opportunities from a new audience or potential product line, pitfalls in pricing,
competition reaction, and potential reach. A marketing plan describes who your customers are, where they get
information and how you expect to reach them. Here are a few important things to keep in mind as you create
your plan. For example, if your business sells minute meals, then those who work traditional 9-to-5 jobs are
likely in your market. Study that group of individuals to understand their struggles and learn how your
business can solve the problem, Dee said. Research your target market by asking those within it. Develop clear
insight into why a potential customer would use your business. Figure out the core need that your product or
service will meet, said Robert J. Is it to help your customers get through the day more easily? Do their job
more efficiently? Be respected and admired by friends? Your offering should be designed to solve client
problems or meet customer needs better than the competition can. Identify competitors that would also want
your target customers. Small businesses seldom take the time to study their competitors in depth, or determine
competition that may be outside their industry but just as capable of luring the customer away, said Thomas.
Knowing who they are, what their core competitive advantages are and how they will respond to your offering
price cuts, increased communication, etc. State your brand position for your target customers. Ultimately, your
brand and what it symbolizes for customers will be your strongest competitive advantage, Thomas said. You
should be able to write down a simple declarative sentence of how you will meet customer needs and beat the
competition. The best positioning statements are those that are single-minded and focus on solving a problem
for the customer in a way that promotes the best value, he added. Audit if all else fails. Auditing your
business, which you can do with the help of a third-party contractor, can help you recover. Dee advised
understanding what products or services you are offering, then identifying who you help and how you help
them. Next, check all your marketing platforms to ensure they reflect that message. Marketing approaches
Now that you know the elements of the plan, you need to figure out how you are going to reach that target
customer. Small business owners may feel overwhelmed at the possibilities but should focus on the ones that
can benefit them the most. Brett Farmiloe, founder of internet marketing company Markitors , advised
companies starting out in social media to get to know their customers and what platforms they use. Companies
can implement email marketing techniques in a number of ways, including newsletters, promotional
campaigns and transactional emails. For instance, MailChimp and Constant Contact help companies to
manage their email campaigns. Farmiloe noted that companies can set their email marketing efforts apart by
segmenting their markets. Through segmentation, companies reduce the amount of unsubscribes, increase
open rates and, most importantly, increase the amount of actions taken from an email send. Since people have
the devices with them nearly all the time, companies are looking to implement strategies that reach customers
on their gadgets. The consumer has to hold the power with mobile marketing. Something needs to change.
Additional reporting by Katherine Arline and Marci Martin. Some interviews were conducted for a previous
version of this article. Danielle Corcione Danielle Corcione is a freelance writer. To learn more about their
work, visit their website. You May Also Like.
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Choosing the Right Magazine. Determine which magazines best fit your target market segments and which magazines
are most likely to be read by this community.

Five steps to develop an effective magazine market research strategy October 26, By Joe Leider As a marketer
in the magazine industry, do you have an overall strategy to learn more about your audience? How are you
leveraging your research to attract and retain subscribers, and to secure more advertising sales? Subscriber
research is multifaceted, but we can break it down into four main categories: Research to develop a circulation
strategy Research to benchmark customer satisfaction Research to sell advertising Research to syndicate and
sell to your advertisers Developing your circulation strategy could mean many things. You may want to grow
into a new market, launch a new magazine or develop a core marketing message. With many thousands of
subscribers, you are sitting on a veritable goldmine of data, waiting to be collected. But first you need a plan.
Step 1 Define your objectives What do you want to accomplish? This could be anything from attracting more
prospects, retaining current subscribers, keeping subscribers satisfied, discovering new opportunities for
content or winning more advertisers. Defining these key objectives will help you focus on the research that
you need. Step 2 What do you already know? What sort of information do you already have, and what do you
need to take action? Figuring this out will help you determine what sort of research you still need. If you have
nothing, then begin by doing some secondary research to see what you may be able to find. Compiling
research from the web will be a lot cheaper than conducting a failed survey. Step 3 What gaps do you need to
fill? After you have collected all prior and secondary research, determine where you need to fill in the gaps in
order to meet your objectives. Do you haveâ€¦ â€¦very little useful information at all? If you already have the
answers you need from a past report, you may not need to do any market research at all, unless you want to
verify what you know, or think a time series including past data will allow you to understand trends. Step 4
Build a research plan based on your objectives and the gaps in your knowledge If you do not even have a
framework around which to build a quantitative study, you will need to do some qualitative research. For
example, if you are a specialty publisher focused on a small niche, a systematic schedule of customer visits
will help you conceptualize how subscribers think about your publication s. If your publication is larger and
consumer oriented, focus groups, panels or open-ended surveys will prove invaluable. After building a
framework for how subscribers think about your magazine s , you will use that to formulate a survey. Just
because the subscribers you interviewed in focus groups believe one way does not mean that the entire
universe of your circulation agrees. Quantitative validation in the form of a subscriber survey will confirm
what the entire population of your subscribers believes. But the ongoing research must fit into a specific set of
goals for your organization. For example, you may want to: Benchmark subscriber satisfaction overall, by
segment and among various key attributes Conduct an ongoing competitive analysis of how your magazine
performs in various attributes vs. But before you send a survey or conduct a focus group, make sure that your
market research tactics fit into an overall strategy, allowing you to leverage your collected data into an overall
action plan that you can use to meet your business goals.
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You may want to grow into a new market, launch a new magazine or develop a core marketing message. With many
thousands of subscribers, you are sitting on a veritable goldmine of data, waiting to be collected.

But as the Roman philosopher Marcus Tullius Cicero so aptly put it: So keep it brief: The best plans can be
told in 15 pages or fewer. Before you begin, it could be helpful to establish three items: A deadline you set in
advance for when you want to complete your first draft of the plan. You can count on your plan changing. In
other words, make sure you identify who is doing what and when they need it completed. Setting Your
Objectives The first step in developing your marketing plan is to establish the marketing objectives that will
accomplish your business goals, says Karen Albritton, president of Capstrat , a marketing agency in Raleigh,
North Carolina. Another step that can help set objectives is to perform a S. By conducting such an analysis,
you should identify the key insights and strategic plans that will drive your business over the next one-to-five
years. This includes understanding, your five Csâ€”the consumer, channel, company, competition, and
climateâ€”deeply enough that when you finish, you should understand your point of difference in the market
and where your opportunities lie," Roberts says. This should inform how you set your objectives. Once you
have your vision and a better sense of the opportunities and threats facing your business, you can begin
establishing S. The key is to be realistic and specific, but also set a limited number of marketing goals related
to what you think is your target market. Do your Research Many businesses fail to use research to shape their
plans by conducting market research and market analysis , says Albritton. Marketing plans that do not
consider such research, however, will almost certainly waste money. The goal is simply to better understand
who and where you customers are â€” something known as market segmentation. One of your primary goals
in conducting research is to set focus areas, which are the discipline in your plan, says Albritton. Conducting
research these days, though, does not have to be expensive. Anyone can access a wealth of information online
from sources such as trade associations, media organizations, chambers of commerce, and other business
groups. In addition, customer focus groups or roundtables can be a valuable - and relatively inexpensive - form
of research. Define the Strategies you Need Strategies are the how in your plan, Albritton says. This is the
point where you begin to address questions such as: Strategies should be also broad enough to capture several
specific tactics, says Roberts, such as "Build Brand Awareness" or "Deliver Unmatched Customer Service.
More Marketing Strategies from Inc. Outline your Tactics Tactics are the what in your plan, says Albritton.
Start by thinking about what you should do first to achieve the best results. That may be as simple as putting
together a very good presentation. Start small and build tactics one-by-one. For each tactic you develop, note
how it fits your areas of focus, your strategies, and your objectives. An example of a tactic could be, according
to Roberts, to reduce days from order to delivery as a way to accomplish a strategy of "delivering unmatched
customer service. Identify the expected volume of sales to flow from each marketing effort, the cost of goods
sold attached to that sales volume, the budget, and any other financial figure that you expect to achieve as a
result of accomplishing your plan. Developing a Forecast Writing a Marketing Plan: Build in Measurement for
Each Tactic In solid plans, tactics are thorough, all the way down to details concerning execution and
measurements of success, such as launch dates and expected reach, Roberts says. The point is that you need to
begin measuring whether the tactics are successful at delivering your objectives. You may even choose to
stagger your tactics so that you can evaluate their effectiveness and learn which ones work best for your
business. Units of measurement can range from web traffic to retail foot traffic to increases in sales volume,
Albritton says. Basically, you should strive to measure anything you can track to judge whether a tactic has
made a difference. Valuing your Prospects Writing a Marketing Plan: Develop the Plan and Stick to It Your
plan is only as good as its implementation, so also create a plan for precisely how you are going to execute on
it, Albritton advises. Where appropriate, look to partner with other organizations to help with implementation.
You may be able to find interns from nearby universities, for example. If your plan includes advertising or
events, sometimes the vendors will help with implementation. Depending on your area of business, you may
also consider bartering services with other businesses. Implement the Plan â€” and Stay Flexible Never forget
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that the opportunities and risks you established in your S. A whole host of variables could come into play that
you never considered in the beginning, such as changes in consumer demand, channel expansion, customer
contracts, competitive responses, and supply costs. Set a time to review the calendar each month, assess results
and determine next steps.
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The Greatest Marketing Plan in the World. Henry DeVries Contributor. Opinions expressed by Forbes Contributors are
their own. Attracting high-paying clients by marketing with a book and a speech.

When it comes to making more sales through your website you have 2 options: Get more people to visit your
site. Convert a higher percentage of your existing web visitors into active customers. There are many ways to
increase the amount of visitors to your website. Today we will be speaking about option B and the art of
conversions. Urgency is a tool you can use to force the issue. Urgency is cultivated by some of the most
successful and effective companies in the world on their websites. They do it to get you to make your mind up.
To get you to complete the purchase without thinking about it too much. And if you implement this on your
own website, you will start to notice an improvement in your sales. Converting Leads Into Sales Secret 2: Use
Geotargeting What is Geotargeting you ask? It is the method of detecting where in the world a particular web
visitor is located, and serving them content specific to their location. It would be pretty pointless selling
swimming shorts to someone in Greenland in mid-winter. By serving relevant content, you improve sales.
Signup to our newsletter. Trade value for action How do you go about getting anyone to do anything you want
them to? You offer them an incentive. Why should it be any different on your website? You want people to
sign up for your newsletter? Give them a reason to. This can be anything: You can also get super creative with
this. Say you run a garden landscaping companyâ€¦ Offer a free personalised report on how the visitor can
improve their own garden at home. This works because after they have filled out the questionnaire they are
already invested. They will now be much more likely to give you their email address. The funnel starts as soon
as people hit your landing page. As they scroll down the page you lead them on a journey until they finally
make their purchasing decision. Along the way people will drop off and leave the site. Through website
analytics, you can see at which points of the funnel people begin to drop off and you can tweak these sections
to make them more effective and keep more traffic locked into your funnel. Adding a video to your funnel can
be a highly effective tool for retaining traffic. Make it relevant Running an online business without knowing
your target audience inside-out is a bad idea. You need to figure out everything you can about them and then
figure out any possible objections they could have to using your service or buying your product. One way to
find out what people in your niche want to know is to hop on a site like Quora. Then you want to preemptively
address these possible concerns or questions in your content. You will be rewarded with better sales. The point
is to make your content as relevant to your customers as possible. Master the upsell So your funnel has worked
and a lead is about to become a happy customer. Write a little line of copy saying something like: Then feature
a couple of related products. Conclusion As you now know, there are some simple and super intuitive
techniques you can begin to implement right now to make your website convert better. This article was just a
brief overview of a very broad field. Remember you need to get people to your website to be able to convert
them so these tips should be used in conjunction with your existing marketing efforts. The best way to get
started is to implement them one at a time. If you have any questions, please leave them as a comment below.
Chapter 9 : A Sample Online Magazine Business Plan Template
RCI's Endless Vacation travel magazine â€” which took Best Magazine honors at last year's Content Marketing Awards
â€” is a great example. It balances content about exciting destinations and travel tips, with recommendations of RCI(and non-RCI-) affiliated resorts.
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